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Finding the conjugacy class of $a^{2}$ for group $G\cong C_{4}\times
C_{4}$ and class $a$ Let $a$ be an element of order $8$ in the group

$G\cong C_{4}\times C_{4}$. By using Sylow Theorems, we know that there
are $8$ Sylow-$2$-subgroups and $4$ Sylow-$4$-subgroups. I want to find

the conjugacy class of $a^{2}$ and how the cycle decompositions look like.
By thinking about how $a$ works, I get that it's either in $P_{4}$ or in
$Q_{4}$, where $P_{4}$ is the Sylow-$2$-subgroup and $Q_{4}$ the

Sylow-$4$-subgroup. From here, how can I figure out the conjugacy class of
$a^{2}$? Thank you. A: We will use the law of cosets to first find the

conjugacy class of $a^2$: The conjugacy class of $a^2$ is $\{\ (x^{ -1}ax)\
(x\in G)\ }$. How should we find the number of pairs $x,y$ in $G$ such that
$x^{ -1}ax=y$? To solve this, we apply the law of cosets in $G=C_4\times
C_4$: If $x\in C_4$ (g.c.d. of $1,2,3,4$), then $x=y=z^{ -1}a^2z$, where
$z\in C_4$ is a possible $x,y$. Thus, there are $|C_4|^2=4$ pairs $(x,y)$.
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